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Castrum meridianum guide

FlagView History Final_Fantasy_A_Realm_Reborn_02.jpgCastrum Meridianum is a level 50 dungeon that is part of the Operation Archon quest of the main story line. It takes a full party of 8 players (2 tanks, 2 healers, 4 DPS) to complete it. This instance has several skippable cutscenes; completion of this instance opens the Praetorium
Key. This basement is easiest with a combination of one Warrior tank, one Paladin tank, but it can be done with 2 PLD or 2 WAR tanks as well. The healing combination works well, but a pair of two White Witches can be very effective. Castrum Meridianum was the outpost of the Empire, and therefore all the enemies in it would be garlean
armies. The most threatening enemies are Magitek's enemies such as bodyguards and colossals, who will do a huge amount of damage with each blow. However, with 2 healers, the pull of garbage should be fairly easy to navigate. At some point, there are cannons that players can fire after they are confiscated - some of the more difficult
garbage can be pulled into the cannon, and easily destroyed, which makes the instance move a little faster. Before the boss: It should be noted that a number of pulls in this case can be avoided and bypassed, or killed in an easy way. In particular, many enemies will only aggro players who run in front of them, so hugging the wall at some
point will allow you to pass behind them unwittingly. In addition, in areas where there are cannons, tanks can attract enemies repeatedly, allowing for easy cleaning of garbage masses. It may be patched up next time. Moreover, although this area unfortunately contains no dropped loot (apart from X-Ethers and such from the chest),
completing the instance does not reward the player with 100 Tomestones of Philosophy, which is used to purchase ilevel 60 equipment at Mor Dhona. Thus, it is a popular example for players to walk repeatedly to get powerful Darklight level equipment, the need for higher level instances such as Garuda and Titan Hard Mode, or The
Binding Coil of Bahamut.Castrum Meridianum's first boss is a powerful Magitek Armor suit. The Eft itself doesn't use much ability to note, although it can spell some penalties into the tank in no time. The main threat of this boss is that adding will lay eggs from three separate locations: the entrance to the room, and from the two doors to
the left and right of the instance. Some of these add it can be hit with Sleep, but they will likely attack the healer as soon as they lay eggs. Paladin tanks are highly recommended to take on add with Flash, while the main tank continues to hold only the boss. Adding themselves should not be much of a threat to tanks, but they do have the
evil frontal cone AoE. Moreover sometimes it will use AoE targeted red circles, which must be set aside. As long as the add is controlled and kept away from healers, this fight should run easily, and the party will be able to Continue. Vanguard can quell some nasty damage, and has some big AoE attacks that need to be addressed. In
addition, the inclusion of additions to this fight makes protecting the #1 main ingredient for the group, which can make this fight very busy in some situations. The boss himself will put out a huge spike in damage, and must be confronted away from the party at all times by the tank. AoE is a large frontal cone, which will do about 1700
damage per blow, and a long-range AoE that will do about 1600 damage. Bosses will melee the tanks for about 400-900 damage per hit, so healers should not be too hard pressed to keep the tank alive if they avoid a major attack. As with Black Eft, the greatest danger comes from adding, which will spawn 8 at once, and the possibility of
going straight for a healer. It adds it must be collected and DPS down as quickly as possible to survive. The biggest threat from adding is the Magitek Reaper, which had to be controlled by the tank, but was killed last - others added it would die much faster, and killing them first would reduce the need to heal the offtank quite a lot.
Speaking of healers, it can be beneficial to utilize high threat healing to bring add to the same location, and have the tank intercept the enemy before they attack. Medica II in particular will tend to draw all attention to one White Mage, which can run to the Paladin to avoid death. This fight can heal intensively if DPS does not pay attention
to AoE, but otherwise it is not too difficult. The third/fourth boss of Castrum Meridianum was the second of The Tribune of Gaius, and the only female general under his command: Livia Sas Junius. He is fought in two parts with a very different strategy, the first being a puzzle fight rather than an all-out war. To get started, you have to force
Livia to leave the Magitek armor, which will require more than the main strength. The main mechanics of this fight are a collection of missile launchers around the battlefield, and two stacks of missiles in the corners. Magitek Loader will periodically load the launcher with a missile, which must then be fired into Livia's armor to cause
damage to it. He will not take damage from normal abilities (at least, there is nothing worth mentioning), although he can tank. During the fight, both Livia (using AoE attacks) and various add will lay eggs to try and prevent Loader from allowing launchers. The launcher itself can also be damaged, so bosses must be kept away from them
until they are ready to fire. DPS players have a simple task: When the message states to load the missile onto the loader, right-click the missile stack. Then, after the loader is finished running, a would say to change the launcher of a certain number in Livia: just right click, and enjoy some fireworks, then do it again. When adding spawns,
DPS and off-tanks should take care of them quickly; if the loader is damaged, the loader stops for a while. Despite its formed appearance, Livia's armor does not do too little damage. Since the gun-using DPS is likely to attract threats, they shouldn't worry too much: its regular punches will only do 100-200 damage, and its red circle AoE
will hit even light armored players only for 400-500 damage. The main threat is that he can potentially damage the launcher before his armor is destroyed, so he must be kept away from them if possible. Once Livia's armor is finally destroyed, Tribunus will have a small cutscene. There will be a chance to resist and rest before fighting him
a second time, so this technically counts as the 4th boss instead of the second phase. On foot, Livia slightly increases the difficulty - there is no puzzle mechanics this time, and players should expect to have a tough battle ahead. That said, with the right focus, he's going to fall. Livia will do a certain amount of damage to the tank,
averaging between 500-900 damage per shot at a decent speed. He will also use a powerful line AoE attack that will do about 2000 damage to dps or healer players, which must be sidelined. He will also use an empty AoE point around him that does severe damage, and will sometimes chain attack the tank to about 7-8 hits of 200
damage each periodically. Healers should be prepared with HoT spells like Regen to avoid getting too tense, especially during adding. Like every boss in Castrum Meridianum, Livia will summon even more to add to this fight, with a twist: she will target certain players and order all the extras to attack. They must be burned as quickly as
possible while healing the target. Towards the end of the fight, he would call the Colossus Magitek - THIS COULD be killed, but many supportive groups ignored it and burned the boss instead. It can be off tanked without too much difficulty. After completing this example, players will be able to take part in the Battle of Praetorium, the final
example of the main story line. Both Castrum Meridianum and The Praetorium can be repeated, for those who enjoy fighting in these areas. Castrum Meridianum Thanalan Northern Thanaland (15.17) Location Map Dungeon Requirements: Party Size: Grade 8: Disciple War and Magic Deadline: Level 90 minutes: 50 Prizes: 100
Tomestones Philosophy Allagan This basement is required to advance in the storyline. It is located in the western part of North Thanalan (15.17) and can be entered through the Duty Finder. You'll definitely get a search for 'Rock the Castrum' to unlock this dungeon. Completing this basement will open the Praetorium. Story So begins the
third phase of Operation: Archon, which requires a frontal attack on Castrum Meridianum, chair Gaius van Baelsar. Forming the main thrust, the Eternal Fire will attack the fortress with all their power, even though this is just a feint. While the garrison's eyes are drawn out, you and your colleagues must steal past the defense and and to
disable the magitek field that protects the Praetorium, the fortress inside the fortress where the Ultima Weapons are believed to be placed. Castrum Meridianum overview is a level 50 dungeon needed to advance in the main storyline. This is the second time you will be paired in an 8 person party, which will be 2 healers, 2 tanks, and 4
DPS. Pair up with some friends or queue up at Duty Finder. The waiting time can be up to an hour if you're a DPS – and since it's an example of story search, it may take longer as the content gets older, as more and more people will get it done, however, there are a number of people who like to run it for Tomes of Philosophy so it should
help. There are a lot of cutscenes, too, so be sure to warn others in the group that you intend to watch it. The dungeon was the outpost of the Empire, so most of the enemies were the Magitek and Garlean Armies. The pull of garbage is quite harmless and if you have two competent healers, the tank can even attract two masses at once.
There are several completely bypassable masses, so be sure to stay close to the wall to stay away from the line of sight of these enemies. You should turn off highlights as you browse through the dungeon, so beware. Cid will also appear several times to help you with your efforts, what a good man! After the first boss, there will be a
cannon that can be fired at the enemy, so have a kite tank / draw a bigger enemy to this cannon and have other players in the party shoot them down. This is not necessary but will help speed up the basement a little bit. You may notice that some people in the group will try to move quickly – as some like to run this basement as a quick
run for their Philosophy theme (just a warning!). There is no real loot in this dungeon except for a few small treasures that have potions. Taxonomy of Black Eft: Bloodless/Forgekin/Magitek Armor HP: 65,700 Locations: Castrum Meridianum – Still Waters (11.10) This boss if it's straight enough forward, the only real problem is adding up
when they come out. Have one boss pickup tank (Warrior if available) and another collect add once they're out (A Paladin is preferred here because they can 'Flash' to AoE hostilities). Tank off can help DPS boss for a good 20-25 seconds but then have to start waiting for additional entry from the main entrance or from either side (left or
right). In addition are the Imperial War Hound and the 8th Cohort Laquearius which both perform small frontal cones... Sometimes there are also Imperial Signifers who will throw sleep. The main things to note in this fight are: Adding: Black Eft will call adding that doing cones Off-tank should immediately collect all the add and have DPS
burn it quickly. Magitek Cannon: A large AoE circle cast by the main boss. Magitek Vanguard F-I Taxonomy: Bloodless/Forgekin/Vanguard HP: 87,600 Location: Castrum Meridianum - Via Principalis - Area V (11.11) The The boss at Castrum is Magitek Vanguard F-I. This battle is similar to the first fight, which means the main boss will
have some AoEs that you need to avoid but the main focus is to add! One tank had to be a Magitek Vanguard F-I tank while a second tank scrambler added an egg-laying on the door. Off Tank should immediately take a large addition called the Magitek Reaper, which must be controlled and faced, but can be killed last, as others add it
will die much faster. Cermet Drill: Black Eft will call adding that it performs frontal cones. Off-tank should immediately collect all the add and have DPS burn it quickly. Cannon Drill: A large AoE circle cast by the main boss. Excess cost: AoE attacks the front cone which inflicts a heavy amount of damage and inflicts debuff paralysis to all
players who are hit. Added the 8th Cohort Signifer: has a fire spell to avoid by moving out of the ground indicator. 8th Sagittarius Cohort: has ranged attacks that apply DoTs to its targets. Magitek Reaper: has a large circular AoE capability that delivers heavy damage to all targets. Move out of the ground indicator immediately. Magitek
Colossus Rubricatus Taxonomy: Bloodless/Forgekin/Magitek Colossus HP: 83,600 Location: Castrum Meridianum - Armamentarium One tank must be a Colossus Rubricatus Magitek tank while another tank adds egg-laying. Players have to spread out to reduce the damage taken from Magitek Ray. Players should also avoid standing in
front of the Magitek Vanguard H-1 added. Grand Sword: is an instant frontal cleavage attack that delivers a small amount of damage to all the stricken targets. Exhaust: is an AoE attack frontal column that does a small amount of damage to all the targets hit. Magitek Ray: is an instant attack that randomly targets the player and gives a
moderate amount of damage to the players and players closest to him. Magitek Field: gives Magitek Colossus Rubricatus buff Vulnerability Down, reducing the damage required. Livia Sas Junius (Part 1) Taxonomy: Bloodborn/Spoken/Enemy Humanoid/Elezen HP: 131,400 Location: Castrum Meridianum - Parade Ground (9.10) The last
boss in Castrum was Garlean's female commander-in-chief, Livia Sas Junius. He will be fitted during the entire first part of the fight, so your goal is to kill his armor. This is considered a full fight when he is installed, as when you defeat him, you will have time to regroup and fight him again without his mounts. The main mechanic of the
fight is to use the 'Missile Launcher' around the room to apply the missile to his Magitek armor. There seems to be no other way to cause damage to his armor, so be sure to quickly use the launcher. The launcher can be damaged, so the main tank Keep Livia away from them. Of course, there are extras to be called, so be sure to deal
with it immediately. Just have Off Tank pick it up and have all the DPS quickly burn them. The player must keep an eye on the message on the screen stating, Load the missile into the loader, which can be done simply by clicking on a stack of missiles. Soon, another message will appear to stating to change the launcher to a specific
number to Livia. Photon Stream: Instant frontal attack that delivers a small amount of Magitek Cannon damage: A large circular AoE attack targeting random players for heavy damage Livia Sas Junius (Part 2) Once you destroy the powerful Livia Magitek armor there will be an opportunity for your party to refuse to fight it once again, this
time without its beautiful mounts. As the last fight in Castrum, this fight will prove to be the hardest, but if everyone notices it really isn't that bad. Players should be vigilant to avoid 'Stunning Sweep' and 'Angry Salamander' attacks. This fight is just like any other fight in Castrum, as he will call add (about 75%) that need to be taken,
however, he will order this to add to the target of certain players. The targeted player must remain stationary, so dps can focus on burning it and AoE. Towards the end of the fight (25%), Livia will call the great add Magitek Colossus. Off Tank should immediately take colossus and keep it faced away from the party because it has a frontal
cleavage and frontal column of AoE attacks. Colossus can be killed, however, many groups choose to ignore it and only quickly burn the boss. Aglaia Bite: An instant melee attack that delivers moderate damage to Delta Trance: An instant melee attack that hits the target 5 times quickly (usually targeting only tanks) Stunning Sweep: A
circular AoE attack that delivers moderate amounts of damage to all Roundhouse targets: An instant attack that delivers a small amount of damage to all nearby Angry Salamander targets: AoE frontal column attacks that deliver moderate amounts of damage to all targets
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